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l.
a.

b.

c.

what is meant by International rrade? List out the reasons for trade.

Briefly state the role of International rrade in National Income (GNI).

List the advantages and disadvantages of International rrade.
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2.

a.

b.

Distinguish between Mercantilism and Modern Mercantilism.

"when countries specialize and trade, they can iooi. beyond
their production possibilities frontiers, and are thus able to coniume
more goods as a result". Support this statement using the example given
below.

Products USA U.K
Wheat (bushels/labour hour) 6 I
Cloth (yards/labour hour) 4 5

c., using the information given below, briefly explain the comparative
advantage on the opportunity cost.

Products USA U.K
Wheat (bushels/labour hour) 6
Cloth (yards/labour hour) 4 2

Briefly explain the factor intensities for commodities X and y in Nation
and 2 using the diagram given below.
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3.

what is meant by import Tariff? Distinguish between Specific Tariffs and
Ad Valorem Tariffs.

Briefly explain the disadvantages of imposing Import Tariffs.

Compare the affects of a Quota system with an Import Tariff.

Write brief notes on any three of the followings;
i. Rate of Effective Protection.
ii. Dumping.
iii. Local content requirement.
iv. Exporl subsidies.
v. Export Tariff.

Define Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). List out advantages and
disadvantages of foreign direct investment inflows.

What is meant by exchange rate? Graphically show how exchange rate of a
currency is determined. . a I

Distinguish between Nominal and Real Exchange Rate.

Show how Nominal Effective Exchange Rate QIIEER) is measured.

5. b

a. Distinguish between currency depreciation and appreciation.

b. Briefly explain the advantages and disadvantages of currency depreciation

c. What is meant by Global Production Sharing? How it is seen as new hope to
. the developing countries for their fast economic growth?

d. Write short notes any three on the followings:
i. Types of Trade Agreements
ii. Trade of Sri Lanka
iii. Trade elasticity and Multiplier
iv. FDI Platform
v. World Trade Organization(WTO)
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